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September 2018. Time is marching on and it is hard to comprehend that our next issue will be letters to
Santa. Five months have passed since Nationals and it seems as if was yesterday. They saying goes "Time
waits for no man" so get weaving as there are only nineteen months to the next Nationals. It might sound like
a lot of time but not when you are in the process of a complete rebuild and I believe that there are some in
progress.
It is with much regret that the club has had to make the decision to terminate the importation of spares and
thereby close down the spares portfolio. New SARS regulations and demands made by them for the club to
formalise importation in bulk was at the end of the day far to overpowering. This club is much indebted to
Rene de Villiers who championed this project for so many years with true dedication and a passion to please
all those members who benefited from the service that he provided. Thank you Rene. This service was started
way back in the 70's when the world was a much bigger place without e-mail, internet, computers and courier
services as we know them today. Yes we can all import our own spares reasonably easily but the convenience
of having Rene do it for us on a monthly basis with such military like precision is going to be missed. The most
painful part of importation is of course the present exchange rate. Is there any light on the horizon?
The TSCC is expanding on our shores. The club has now got a fully constituted eighth regional centre. This is
thanks to Dennis Cook who took the initiative to "drive this bus". The newly formed Garden Route Centre has
already had it's first meeting and formed a committee which I am sure details of which will be announced
shortly. We wish the Garden Route Centre every success and many kilometers of enjoyable and safe
Triumphing.
The venue for the 2020 National Gathering has now been finalised. The JHB Centre will be hosting us in the
beautiful Golden Gate are of the eastern Free State. The standard of our National Gatherings gets higher and
better every two years. The bar is set very high but I have every confidence that Norman Bull and his team to
pull out all the stops and not disappoint. Roll on 2020.
Enjoy your Triumphing.
Your Chairman
Geoff
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Greetings to all of you…………....(and I mean this sincerely……)
I have just read through a number of old Sabrina’s from the late 70’s up until I took over as editor in 2016,
and I must say, none of the past editors ever greeted you, they just typed out an editorial that recorded “stuff”
they wanted you to be aware of. Well now that I have greeted you, and hope to find you all well, I’ll get down
to the business of briefing you about September’s Sabrina.
First off the bat…….we’re a little late with Sabrina this time…….I won’t make excuses, but I’ll type a list and
you can pick the excuse/s that suits you; 1. September is party month at Flynnstone Farm, we celebrated
eight birthdays of family and close friends, two of which were mine and my daughter, Jen’s (remember ...
Triumph Maselspoort Movie of the Nationals 2018.) 2. Went to three funeral/memorial services of family and
close friends. 3. Had two, back to back, car runs over the public holiday long week-end. 4. Between the
National chairman and the editor, they couldn’t decide where the Chairman’s Chat was filed, and they ended
up pulling all the hens teeth out, trying to find it. 5. And somewhere in the editors “wisdom,” she decided to
draw a new front cover logo for Sabrina, and it took longer than anticipated !……...so there you have it, pick
the excuse that suits you best and I will make sure it doesn’t happen again ! (that includes future birthdays !)
On a more sober note, I received some feedback (flack) at one of our past Pretoria Noggins, about TRIUMPH
TRADERS not being in Sabrina anymore, and only being available on the web site. “People will get more
exposure if it is in Sabrina as well ! Not everyone is computer literate, and they don’t want to go to the web
site.”
Clicking on the link in your e-mail, (which I send to everyone,) that takes you straight to Sabrina itself, is one
thing, having to leave Sabrina and go elsewhere to somehow navigate the Triumph web site, seems to be a
step just too far for some. Please give me your feedback. Should TRIUMPH TRADERS be duplicated in Sabrina
as well as being on the web site?
This edition features regional reports from some centres, and your regular Registrar’s Report. Nols Pienaar
does put a lot of effort into this report, so I thought that if I do happen to publish any cars for sale, it will go on
the pages after this report, so that future generations can keep track of the cars on the register and their
movements between owners. Enough said for now.
On page 14, I reproduced a letter that was in Sabrina in 1985, I thought the formal content of the letter was
quite amusing, how times have changed. From page 16 onwards, I found some interesting old photo’s and
adverts of Triumph’s history, so I made a collage of the pictures for your perusal and amusement. I was also
sent an article about the Triumph’s history of each model of the marque, but for the life of me I cannot recall
who sent me this info. So to whom it may concern…..Thank You.
Suffice to say, it is probably now the quiet time before Christmas descends upon us. So enjoy the peace and
for a while and then you can begin preparing for the festive season……...like Geoff mentioned in his Chair’s
Chat, send your “Letters to Santa”, in time for them to be published before Christmas……….
In December’s edition we will be talking about subs for next year (2019), so if you have some “burning
issues” please let me know about them.
The cut off date for articles for the December issue will be the Thursday 15th of November 2018.
Thank you to this months contributors: Geoff Kriel; Nols Pienaar; Debbie van der Westhuizen; Walter Muller;
Bill Flynn; Eric Fletcher; Dennis Cook.
Happy Reading………...Cheers 4 Now…….Helen
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REGISTRAR'S REPORT
TRIUMPH COMMISSION AND IDENTIFICATION NUMBER VARIATIONS
In accessing Triumphs in the register according to commission numbers I noted some interesting variations, especially
among some cars assembled or built locally in South Africa.
As our members already know, when a Triumph was commissioned to be built by Standard-Triumph in Coventry, England, a unique identification number, known as the commission number was issued to the particular car. Some people
refer to it as the chassis number, but strictly speaking that is not correct, because many of the earlier Triumphs that
used a separate chassis had those platforms being built by other suppliers prior to delivery to the Triumph manufacturing plant in Canley in Coventry, and each chassis had an own number attached to it. From 1980 Triumphs, notably so in
the case of the TR7 and TR8, as well as the very late Spitfire 1500, the commission number was replaced by a vehicle
identification number (VIN).
The commission number with a prefix of 'FC' was used on the Spitfire Mk1 and Mk2, while 'FD' was used on the Mk 3.
In our local register, however, the majority of Spitfires Mk1, 2 and 3, carry an additional digit '4' in front of FC and FD,
resulting in a commission number prefix of '4FC' or '4FD'. The same cars built at Canley simply used 'FC' or 'FD'. I noted
the same variation among some Herald 1200 saloons that used '4GB' rather than simply 'GB' in the case of British assembled cars. The same phenomenon occurs among our 6-cylinder Triumph saloon cars: the 2000 Mk1 assembled at
Motor Assemblies outside Durban in the sixties used '4MB' rather than 'MB', while the 2000 Mk2 used '4ME' in comparison to the British version of 'ME'. The same is true of the 2500 PI built at Blackheath (4MG) in comparison to the Canley version (MG). The carburetor version of the 2500 PI developed in South Africa, known as the Chicane, used '4MK' in
the case of the Mk1 and '4MM' for the Mk2.
In order to eliminate the disadvantage of heavy import duties, Standard-Triumph, like many other foreign car manufacturers, prepared CKD kits (completely knocked down) for assembly in foreign markets in order to reap the pricing benefits. The result was that in the case of Standard-Triumph, cars were exported in CKD format to no less than 11 overseas
destinations for local assembly in the markets it wished to have an attractive sales presence.
The reason why so many of the Triumphs in our register carry the extra code '4' in their respective commission numbers, all became clear to me when our intrepid club member in Germany, that some of us know well, Gertjan van de
Klashorst, sent me some literature in April this year as part of our correspondence on the topic of Triumphs assembled
for the European Common Market Countries at Malines/Mechelen in Belgium. Accordingly he sent me a document that
listed the codes used in a variety of assembly plants outside the UK used by Standard-Triumph:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Belgium
Australia
New Zealand
South Africa
Malta
India
Irish Republic (Eire)
Philippines
Peru
Portugal
Israel

In case of Motor Assemblies (Durban) that today is Toyota South Africa, where the local assembly of Triumphs started
off in the fifties, the code '4' did not apply at first. Local assembly of the TR2 arriving in CKD format started in 1955 but
a local assembly or job number with the prefix 'TR' (Triumph Roadster) was used. This meant that in addition to the usual commission number issued by Standard-Triumph with prefix 'TS' (Triumph Sports) locally assembled TR2's, TR3's and
3A's actually had two vehicle identification numbers, one starting with TS and the other with TR since each car displayed a separate assembly plate for each number. I have in a small minority of cases noted that the 'TR' number rather
than the 'TS' number was used on registration documentation and license discs.
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Also at Motor Assemblies in the early sixties, I noted the assembly code '4' being used for the first time in the relevant
commission numbers of the Herald 1200 I mentioned before. I also noted deviations from this rule among earlier locally assembled Triumph Heralds: the 998 cc models used the local prefix 'THS' (Triumph Herald Sedan) and
'THC' (Triumph Herald Coupe) as local assembly number prefixes, while some 1200 Heralds used both code '4' in front
of the UK issued commission number and 'HS' (Herald Sedan) in the local number.
By the time that local assembly of the Spitfire Mk1 commenced at Motor Assemblies in 1963 the code '4' in front of the
commission appeared on some Mk1 models in addition to the local assembly prefix of 'TS4' (Triumph Spitfire 4). All
Mk2 models also assembled at Motor Assemblies from 1966 to 1967 appear to have the code '4' in front of the 'FC' in
addition to 'TS4'. In 1968 local assembly of the Mk3 started at the Rover plant in Port Elizabeth and the local assembly plate displayed the prefix 'R'(Rover) in the local number in addition to '4FD' in the commission number. In 1970 Mk3
assembly switched to Blackheath in Cape Town and while '4FD' remained in the commission number, the local number
now used the prefix S/F (Spitfire). I noted more cases of the local identification number (either 'R' or 'S/F') being used
on registration papers and license discs rather than the real '4FD' commission number, but this too fortunately applies
to the minority of cases.
It is clear that the dualistic car identification numbering system only applied to cars with local 'assembled' status and
later to 'built' status (using more local content) and that explains why all TR's from the TR4 to the TR8 did not have local
numbers in addition to their Coventry issued commission and/or vehicle identification numbers. That is also true in
case of the Spitfire Mk4 and 1500 where you will not see '4FH' but simply 'FH' as commission number prefix. Of course
all Triumph GT6's, Vitesse and Stags as fully imported models are also without local identification numbers. I however
noted an anomaly as far as the Triumph 1500 front wheel drive saloon is concerned. Although it was basically the same
as the Triumph 1300 FWD built in the UK, the cars built at the Rover plant in Port Elizabeth in the late sixties were
equipped with a 1500 engine and were duly named 'Triumph 1500', but their commission numbers had the prefix 'RE',
rather than '4RE', yet the Spitfire Mk3 built alongside them at the same plant, used '4FD' as already indicated. Interesting stuff!..................Nols

TRIUMPH TRADING: http://triumphclubsa.com/index.php/triumph-trading-post/
Red TR7 For Sale: Selling Price R140,000 or ONCO.
1.Purchase price R 65,000 before re-build.
2. Re-build expenditure cost R 75,000 excluding labour
3.Gold Medal Winner
at Maselspoort National
Gathering 2018
Rating Achieved -98.5%.
Mint Condition.
Contact Details;
Andre Greyling
Pretoria Cell 0818410906
Home; 012-5672104
E-mail. lizgreyling45@gmail.com
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Greetings from the Eden district where, depending upon where one lives, we were blessed with between 75
and more than 100 mm of rain over the 24 hours of Friday and Saturday; hopefully nailing the drought. Just
as the sun had come out to greet Spring, the massive cold front hit and snow now lies on the Outeniqua
mountains and all over the Eastern Cape. It was reported by our Karoo farmer member, Gordon Waring, that
he had 23 mm of rain after 3 years of total drought!
Our new Centre has been duly constituted, with the Constitution approved by the National Body, and we have
held our first meeting, aimed at agreeing what the guys would want from the Club, nature and frequency of
meetings and events so that we be under way before the end of the year. Gordon, could not make the first
meeting as he was busy birthing lambs on a large scale but has promised to become active; we hope that he
will bring some of those prized Karoo lamb chops with him.
We will not become the biggest centre but, unlike those in the major cities, we have expectations of growth
ahead. Of those who attended our first meeting, most were “semigrants”- people who have recently
semigrated from the big cities, bringing their Triumphs with them. Except for Heinz, our treasurer and a longtime resident of George, all of those present have only lived on the Garden Route for a couple of years or less.
With the growing trend to retire from the “big smoke” we have every expectation that our numbers will grow.
Our first big event, to be called the “Century Charity Run” will be held on 14 October, starting at Sedgefield.
The event, like those previously held in CT, is for entrants whose total age of driver and car equal 100 years
or more and will raise money for Sedgefield charities. This augments the annual Knysna Motor Show, run by
the Garden Route Motor Club, which benefits Knysna charities. Norman Frost, well known owner of Frost
Brothers Classic and vintage cars has kindly agreed to sponsor our first Century Charity run and will enter his
TR2. We anticipate that this will be a grand opportunity to make our new Club known.
Happy Spring motoring- Dennis
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NEWS FROM THE BEAUTIFUL KWAZULU-NATAL REGION
Submitted by Debbie van der Westhuizen
A lot has been happening in the Classic Car world of
Kwazulu-Natal in the past couple of months, the
inaugural Durban Concours D’Elegance was held in
August which was organised between two Classic/
Vintage car enthusiasts, John Aritho and Avish Maharaj
and Peter Hall, the chairman of the Veterans Car Club
here in Kloof, Durban. The organisers have signed a 5
year contract with the Durban Country Club to hold this
prestigious event annually along the same lines as that
of Pebble Beach, so the standards of judging are very
high, as those of us that were invited to partake, found
out.
There were three Triumph Contestants, but only two
Triumphs entered, Dave van der Westhuizen with his
TR6 and me, Debbie van der Westhuizen with my
TR4A. The third was a 1999 Toyota Twin Cam owned by
Fonnie and Marilyn Nortje, who restored this car which
had belonged to their now deceased son, Cliff, whom
they had sadly lost a couple of years ago. It was if Cliffy and the Gods were smiling down on them because
the best overall car award went to Fonnie Nortje along with a silver medal, the highest concours award given
out that day with a 78% achievement. Dave and I were very fortunate to have been awarded each a bronze
medal, with 67% and 68% respectively. You might think that we should have done better than that, but
remember the judging was done according to international standards and we were up against Phantom Rolls
Royce’s, e-type Jaguars and a R22Million Mercedes 300SL which I could not take my eyes off. For Fonnie
Nortje’s Toyota Twin Cam to beat that was what sent shock waves of surprise through the whole event.
This year, our Graham Cheetham Memorial Run, which is still a popular and treasured outing, has been
combined with the VCC BEST OF BRITISH event. The Graham Cheetham Memorial Run is especially valued by
a lot of the guys from other clubs who knew Graham well. This will be a once off event, hereafter we will
revert back to holding it as a special event, which is still so popular.
We have had a couple of new members. Gavin Mills who has a TR3A and Mannetjie and Sherryl Nortje who
have acquired a 2000 MK 1 Triumph, which will no doubt spice up our noggins and runs, which is just as well
as we have also lost two members, Darryl and Rosemary Hurter who have emigrated to Australia to be with
their children. They clearly are on a lovely new adventure and we wish them well. No doubt they will spend
quite a bit of time travelling around the country, taking every opportunity to get to know their new home.
We have also tried to have Saturday noggins in the form of a braai at The German Club or other venues in
order to give variety to our members and also the opportunity to drive their cars to the events. Unfortunately
driving around here at night is not so safe anymore and with these elderly treasures of ours, it is just not
worth taking the chance.
So as we get towards the end of the year and plan for our Prize Giving, we look back on all the lovely events
that we have had including this year’s National Gathering held at Maselspoort. It reminds us of just what a
lovely bunch of people belong to THE TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB all over South Africa, and why we spend so
much money and time on these yesteryear treasures. Our fondest regards to u all.
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Greetings to all our dear Triumph friends. During our last club meeting it was decided that, moving forward, I
will be taking over the task of providing our regional feedback for the Free State Triumph club. I accept this
task with great humility and respect from our chairman Alan Dickens. All things Triumph-related have been
relatively quiet here in Bloemfontein – mainly because of the freezing weather. The Triumph club did exhibit
some cars at the annual Cars in Park on 9 August in conjunction with several other car clubs from Bloemfontein. Considering that it was probably the coldest day of the year, attendance by the public was quite satisfactory. There was truly something for everyone: from vintage cars to the ultra-modern. And in true Free State
fashion we also had quite a large tractor exhibition at Cars in the park, with tractor rides available the public.
Whether you like MGs, Jaguars, Fords, Mercedes, tractors or even 60’s inspired VW microbuses, your phone
camera was certainly kept busy with all the car eye-candy. Hopefully we will be venturing outside more with
our Triumphs – Spring weather permitting of course.
Regrettably some of our club members had to spend less time in their Triumphs since they were in hospital.
Alan was hospitalized for quite some time but he is now convalescing at home. Barry le Roux suddenly had to
have by-pass surgery but all went smoothly and he is also recovering at home. My beloved wife, Eleanor also
had to be hospitalized for some treatment but I am happy to report that she is also home and doing well. We
are thankful that they are all out of hospital and we wish them good health.
Between Eleanor and myself, we are trying to enlist more members in our club. Currently we have discovered
that 2 very young families in our suburb have beautiful Spitfires – a racing green Spitfire 4 (MK1) and a signal
red MK3. Hopefully we can convince them to join our Triumph fraternity!
That is it from my side. I wish you all good health and sunny, clear skies so that those Triumphs can be enjoyed.
Greeting from Bloemfontein,

Walter Muller.

Cars in the Park exhibition, 9 August 2018
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Hi All
Not long to go to year end. WOW. I’m once again amazed how time flies—when I am supposed to be retired
and relaxing—or slowing down.
Since coming back from our Nationals in May, we have had some good Noggin’s and runs. We were well
represented at Cars-in-the-Park on the 5th of August, with a full display in our usual parking area.

Dirk du Plessis’s presentation of his F40 driving experience was much appreciated as it was so well done,
and I must also commend Nols on our Centenary Run and arrangements. Our Q4 petrol winner was no other
than Taco Kamstra in his “little Red Spitfire” who won his full fuel spend back. (Taco now says next time he
will use his Cadillac ………...for obvious reasons….) Also a big thanks to Taco for the past Steam Train Trip he
organised for our club members to attend. It really is quite an experience travelling around Pretoria in the
old passenger coaches pulled by these enormous steam locomotives.
One of our winter Noggins featured
some slot car racing, which proved to
be quite an exciting hit, with many of
our members totally focused on
crossing that finish line first !
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Letters to the editor………..circa Sabrina September 2018 Vol 44 No. 3
There has been much discussion about Regional Newsletters, Sabrina and Web Sites publishing members
contact details.
With the move Internationally on Data Protection, attached is the TR Drivers Club ruling on this. It is perhaps
important for us to be aware of any law changes in SA.
Eric Fletcher .
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Good morning Helen
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I have a two new adjustable Shock Absorbers for Triumph Spitfire or GT6
Also have a new PVC wiring Loom for TR3
Looking for Aluminium Tappet cover for TR3
Contact Pierre Cronje 072 513 9432

******************************************************************************
NEWSFLASH ! -UPDATE—NATIONAL GATHERING 2020
Save the Date — Golden Gate 2020 — 01 May - 05 May 2020. (so numerically speaking - 01-05-05-2020)
******************************************************************************
Hi Helen,
Here is something for Sabrina.
Many TR7 owners battle to find the gearbox filler hole and even resort to filling using the drain hole resulting
in the box being under filled. Heyns manual does not show the filler point except in an unexplained photo on
page 10. The photograph attached shows it clearly being filled. It is taken from the left hand side of the car .
On the right you can see the front of the gear box mount and on the left the exhaust down pipe mount in
between them is the filler..
Eric Fletcher.
TR7 Gearbox Filler
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Letters to the editor………..circa Sabrina September 2018 Vol 44 No. 3
Here is an interesting article on Motor Clubs with particular reference to Pretoria.
Eric-----
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Letters to the editor………..circa Sabrina November 1985—Vol 10, No.3
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Triumph History—stories for days……………

Manchester Police Rapid Response
Triumph TR4—1962

Triumph Stag MK1 with Sean Connery
In the filming of “Diamonds are Forever”
…..so is the Stag by the looks of it…..
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Triumph Big Saloons….
Ideal for a caravan holiday….

The Triumph Assembly Line
….back in the day….

August 25th 1980, and this Triumph Spitfire
becomes the last car ever on the assembly line
..from coventrytelegraph..

….note the deserted assembly line...
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Triumph History—stories for days……………

Racing and Rally Triumphs

KDU 497N—the first 2 litre rally car prepared by
the Abington Works Department

...going places...

British Airways added their support
to the Works Triumph TR7 V8
rally programme by sponsoring the
team both in the 1978 &’ 79 RAC rallies
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...and the Triumph Spitfire even featured in Playboy magazine...

...and weather you’re standing still or walking on….
This is how the French viewed the Triumphs….

Ah !
the
French
can
dream
on….
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